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I. INTRODUCTION 
Many phenomena arising in biology, economics, engineering, physics 
and other fields cannot be accurately described by a mathematical model 
consisting of a system of ordinary differential equations. Frequently 
however, such phenomena can be described by a delay-differential system, 
that is, a differential system such that the present behavior of the 
system depends not only on the present state of the system but also on 
past states. A simple example of such a system is 
x(t) + x(t - l) = 0 . (l.l) 
In (l.l) the delay is bounded. An example of a delay-differential system 
with unbounded delay is 
x(t) = x(t) + x(te . (1 .2 )  
In both of the above systems the delay consists of only one previous 
point on the solution curve. A more general delay-differential system is 
o t 
i(t) = -'j (h+s) g (x(t+s)) ds + 
v/ 
-h 
f(x(s)) ds, t > 0 ,  (1 .3 )  
where h is a positive constant. The first term on the right of (I. 3 )  
corresponds to a bounded delay, the second term to an unbounded delay. 
The System 1.1 is a special case of what is usually called a 
difference-differential equation. Such equations have been studied in 
some detail by, among others, Bellman and Cooke (2) and Pinney (18) .  
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Various researchers have called the above systems differential equations 
with past history, differential equations with retarded argument, differ­
ential equations with heredity, hysteretic-differential equations, 
functional-differential equations and delay-differential equations. 
A quite general class of a delay-differential system was considered 
by Myshkis (l6). Krasovskii (llj-) considered a general functional-
differential equation with bounded delay and extended Liapunov's second 
method to study the stability of such systems. Driver (6) considered 
delay-differential systems with unbounded delay and extended Liapunov' s 
method to study stability properties of such systems. Hale (lO, 11) has 
studied stability and boundedness properties of functional-differential 
V 
equations of the Krasovskii type and has applied Liapunov functionals to 
show the existence of periodic and almost periodic solutions of periodic 
and almost periodic systems. Seifert (l9) and Bueker (4) have extended 
Amerio's (l) results to functional-differential systems with bounded delay. 
In this paper we shall consider a delay-differential system in which 
the associated vector field can be separated into two parts, one due to 
a bounded delay and the other due to an unbounded delay. The Systems 1.1, 
1.2 and 1.3 are all examples of such a system. In Chapter II we consider 
the problems of local existence, uniqueness and continuability of solutions 
of such systems. In Chapter III we use a Liapunov functional to prove 
the existence of an almost periodic solution of an almost periodic 
delay-differential system. Finally, in Chapter IV we study a bounded-
ness property of solutions of the system under consideration. 
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II. EXISTENCE, UTJIQUEÎÎESS AM COMTIMIABILITY 
A. Existence 
The following notation shall he used throughout this paper. Let 
I denote the real axis with the usual topology, E^  denote Euclidean 
n-space with arbitrary norm (•( and D denote a non-empty open connected 
subset of E^ . For a subinterval J = [a,b] of I we interpret J to be 
(-«);b], or [a,oo) in case -oo = a < b < <», -<» = a < b = t», or -«>< 
a < b = 00, respectively. Let C(J->D) denote the set of all continuous 
functions of J to E^  with range in D. It is to be understood that if 
X£C((-oojt]—>D), tel, then the range of x is contained in a compact subset 
of D. For xeC(j->D) we define || x|| ^  = sup |x(t)|. Moreover, we denote 
teJ 
C( [-h,0]-^ E^ ) by for any h > 0, C( (-«,oo)-4E^ ) by C, and the subset of 
C consisting of all bounded functions by B. 
The pairs (C^ , I I  ' I I  and (B, || ' || ^  ' ^) are both Banach 
spaces. In the following work we simplify the notation || • || '" and 
II ' II  ^  ^ to 11 and II ' II , respectively. 
Let a, t , h, 7 be constants such that -<» < a < t <7<oo and h > 0. 
o - - o -
In this paper a shall always be given by a = min [a, t^  -hj . For 
xeC([Q:,7)-)D) and te [t^ ,7) let B^ x and U^ x denote the functions given by 
B^ x(s) = x(t+s), -h < s < 0 , 
t -
and 
5 
U x(s) =x(s), a < s < t ; 
t - -
respectively. Clearly B xeC^  and U x€C([a,t]-^ D). 
Let F be a functional defined on [t^ ,7)xC([-h,0]->D) with value in 
denoted by F(t,(j)); (t,(j))e [to;7)xeC([-h;0]-)D). For fixed .(j)€C([-h,0]-^ D) 
the function on [t^ y^) to D with value F(t,(J)) shall be denoted by F((j)). 
Let G be a Volterra-type functional defined for (t;i|r)€[t^ ,7)xC([a,7)-?D) 
with value in depending on t and such value being denoted by 
G(t,U^ t). For fixed i|fGC([a,7)->D) the function on [t^ ;7) to D with 
value G(t,U^T|f) shall be denoted by G(i | / ) .  
In this paper we shall consider the delay-differential system 
X = F(t,B^ x) + G(t,U^ x) (2 .1 )  
where x(t) denotes the value of the right-hand derivative of the function 
X at t. 
Definition 2.1.: Let t*G[t^ ,7) and teG([a^ t*]-)D). A function xeC([a,p)->D) 
for Pe(t*,7] is said to be a solution of System 2.1 with initial data 
(t*,\|f) on the interval [a,p) if 
x(t) = F(t;B^ x) + G(t,U^ x), te[t*,p) 
and , .. 
x(t) = T|f(t); te [Q;,t*] . 
Remark 2.2: We sometimes denote the dependence of a solution x on the 
initial data by xCt*,i|/). Furthermore, we let x (t^ ;\|f)(t) 5 x (t; t*,i). 
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Definition 2.3: Let S be a set of functions defined on a real interval 
J to E^ . S is said to be uniformly bounded on J if there exists a constant 
M > 0 such that || s|| '^  < M for all seS. 
Definition 2.4: Let S be a set of functions defined on a real interval 
J to E^ . S is said to be equicontinuous on J if for every q > 0 there 
exists a Ô(TI) > 0 such that 
Is(t) - s(t')I < n 
holds uniformly for seS and t, t'eJ whenever |t-t' | < Ô(TI).  
A proof of Lemma 2.5 (Ascoli) can be found in (l^ ). 
Lemma 2.5: (Ascoli) Let S = [s) be an infinite, uniformly bounded, 
equicontinuous set of functions defined on a compact subset J of I. Then 
S contains a sequence , n = 1, 2, 3, ..., which is uniformly 
convergent on J. 
A proof of Theorem 2,6 (Schauder) can be found in El'sgol'c's book (8). 
Theorem 2.6: Let T be a continuous mapping of a convex compact subset S 
of a Banach space into itself, then the mapping T has at least one fixed 
point in S. 
Definition 2.7: The Volterra-type functional G is said to be 
(i) continuous to the right of t^  if G(i|/')eC([t^ ,7)~>D), 
(ii) locally Lipschitz with respect to t if for every y e  [t^ ,/) and 
every compact subset K of D there exists a positive constant L(y,K) such 
that 
7 
whenever te[t^ ;7] and e C([a,t]—>K). We denote this condition 
by GeQ^ . If L is independent of 7 and K we say G is Lipschitz with 
respect to \|f, denoted by GeQ. 
Remark 2.8: Definition 2.7 is that used by Driver (6). 
Remark 2.9: For a given Volterra-type functional G the values of a and 7 
are sometimes related. For example, if G(t,U^ i|f) = itf(t-t^ ) with t^  = 0, 
then if 7 = 1 we can choose a = 0. However, 7=2 would require a < -2 
while for 7 = «> it is necessary that a = -«>. On the other hand, if 
G(t,U^ i|f) = i(t-h) then for any t^  it is sufficient to have a = t^ -h. 
We are now ready to consider local existence of solutions of the 
System 2.1. 
Theorem 2.10: Let F be continuous on [t^ ,7) x C([-h,0]—>D), G be continuous 
to the right of t and GeQ,^ . Then, for any (t*,i|/)e[t^ ,7)x C([a,t*]->D) 
there is a pe(t*,7] and a function xeC([a,p)->D) such that x is a solution 
of the System 2.1 with initial data (t*,T|f) on the interval [o;,p). 
Proof. Let t* and ij/ be as in the hypothesis. Let be a compact subset 
of D such that \l/eC( [a,t*]-4K^ ) and choose b such that the set given by 
Kg= { yeE^ I |y-^ (t*)I<b} 
is a subset of D. Then let K = K^ U Kg. 
Since F is continuous on [t^ 7) x C([-h,0]->D) there is a 6 > 0 
8 
such that 
|F(t,4) - F(t*, B^ J) \ < 1 
o 
for t*<t<t*+ô<7 and ({) eC([-h;0]—>D) satisfying |I (j) - B *t|| < 6. 
o 
Thus, for such t and 
|F(t,(^ )| < 1 + |F(tJ, . 
o 
Since B, is uniformly continuous on [-h,0] there is a 6 >0 such that 
t* o 
o 
if |e| < 6^ , 
It (t* + s + e) - \|/ (t* + s)| < I 
for s + 0, S€[-h, 0] . 
Let •i|/*eC([a,t* + ô]—be defined "by 
i|f*(t) = t(t), te[a,t*] , 
= ilr(t*), teft*; t* + S] . 
There is a number > 0 such that fG(t, U^ i|'*)| < for t t* + ô]. 
For any (j)eC([a,t* + 5]->K) such that ()i(t) = t("b), te[Q:,t*], we have 
|G(t,U^ (J)| < |G(t,Ut,(^ )-G(t;U^ #)| + |G(t,U^ #)| 
< L(t* + 6;K) H -
- O J_ 
< 2L sup |y| + 
yeK 
where L = L (t* + Ô,K). Let 
Mg = 2L sup |y| + 
yeK 
M = Mg + |F(t*, B^ )|r)| + 1, 
o 
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and 
7 = min ®0' S  '  M '  • 
Finally we let p = + 7 and. 
S E [(^ |(^ eC([Q!,p]-)E'^ ); (^ (t) = t(t), te [a,t*] ; |(^ (t^ ) - (^ (t^ ) J 
< M I t^  - tgl, t^ ; tg e[tj; p]} . 
For each (j)eS, te[t*,p]we have 
|(|iCt)-t^(t*)|<|())(t)-(^(t*)(+|(f)(t*) (t*)| < I (^(t)-(^(t*)|^|t-t*|^7 < b 
so that (|)(t)EKCD. 
Using Lemma 2.5 it is easy to show that S is a compact subset in the 
Banach space (C( [a,p]->E^ ), || Moreover, S is convex. 
Consider the mapping T of S such that for each T({) is given by 
rt 
TC^ t) = T|f(t*) + J [F(8,Bg()) + G(s,Ug4) ] ds, te [t*,p] 
t* 0 
= t(t), te [a, t*) . 
Wow, for se [t*,p], 
||B ({1 - B ijril = sup |({)(s+e) - )|f(t* + s)| . 
" ee[-h,0] 
If s + 0 < t*, 
- o 
|(j)(s+0) - ^(t* + 0) I = I\|f(s +0) - \{f(t'^ +0) I ^ 8 
since 0<s - t* < 7  <  B .  Ifs+ 0 >t* then O <s+ 0 - t * < 7 < ô  s o  
—  O  "  " "  O  " " 0  —  O —  —  0  
that 
|(j)(s +0) - \|/(t* + 0 ) 1  < I  ^ (s+e) - ({) (t*)| + I  t(t*) - t(t* +0) 1  
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< M (s + e -
5 
< M 7 + — 
5M 
+1 
< 6 . 
Thus, (|B ()i - B (h) -, V Y II < Ô. Hence for t , t e[t*,p], t < t , we have 
s t - J. d O Jl d 
N(tg) - T(|(t^ )i < 
< 
[|F(S,B (^())| + |G(s,U^ 4)[|ds 
{1 + [F + Mg} ds 
< 
S 
Mds < M (t - t ) . 
d ± 
It follows that T(S)C S. 
We now proceed to show that T is continuous. Let 
S* =[B^  4 1(|GS, te [t^ ,p]} . 
Using Lemma 2.5 we have that every sequence of elements of S* contains 
a convergent subsequence with limit in S*. It follows that S* is compact 
(cf. (20), p. 72). Hence for any a < 0 there is a Ô, 0 < S < , such 
that for any (ji^  eS* satisfying [[ (ji^  - i| < S we have 
|F(S,( | )  )  -  F(S,(J  )[ < ~ , se [T*,  P] . 
1 _ g_ o 
27L 
11 
Thus for igES satisfying |( t-, - II < 5, te [t*, p], we have 
\n^ {t) - Ti|fg(t)| < 
< 
'1 "2 
[|F(s,B^ t3_) -F(s,B^ \|/g)|+|G(s;U^ t^ )-G(8,U^ g^)|j ds 
t* 
0 
— + L 11 i|; -^ 11 
27 
[a,s] I ds 
< — + L ~ 
. 27 27L . 
ds < a . 
t-)^  
o 
Therefore T is continuous. 
It follows from Theorem 2.6 that T has a fixed point x in S, that is, 
r 
x(t) = i|r(t*) + [f(s,B^ x) + G(s,U^ x)J ds, t e(t*,p ] , 
% 
= \|f(t), t • 
From the continuity of the integrand it follows that 
x(t) = F(t;B^ x) + G(t,U^ x); te [t*, p) . 
Hence x is the desired solution. 
Remark 2.11; It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.10 that x as given 
in that proof possesses an ordinary derivative for te (t*,p). 
Example 2.12; We consider the scalar equation 
X = |x (t - l)|^  + x(te . 
Letting 
F(t,(j)) = |4(-h)|2 , G(t,Ut i) = f(te-t) , 
12 
h = 1; CC = -1, = 0; 7 = ~ J 
it follows from Theorem 2.10 that for any (t*,\lr)e[0,'») x C([-l;t^ ]—>E^ ) 
the scalar equation possess a local solution. 
B. Uniqueness 
In this section we consider the question of uniqueness of solutions 
of the System 2.1. We shall do this by using certain Liapunov functionals. 
It is advantageous to consider the so-called product system associated 
with System 2.1, namely, the system 
i = F(t,B^ x) + G(t,U^ x), y = F(t,B^ ,y) + G(t,U^ y) . (2.1)* 
Remark 2.13: Throughout this paper we shall denote by * the product 
system associated with the equation considered. 
For future reference we introduce the systems 
X = F(t,B^ x) (2.2) 
and 
X = G(t,U^ x) . (2.3) 
Definition 2.l4: Let V be a real-valued functional defined on [t^ y^) 
xC([a,7)->D) X C([a,7)-)D) with value denoted by V(t,U,iJr , U ) for 
te [t^ ,7), igGC([a!,7)-4D). Furthermore, for such and assume 
V(T|f^ ,i|fg) is a continuous function' on [t^ , 7). The "derivative of V 
with respect to the System 2.1*" evaluated at (t,i|f^ ,i{fg)G [t^ , 7) xC 
([o:,7)-»D) X C([Q;,7)-»D) is denoted by and given by 
13 
where, for i = 1, 2, ' 
t|(s) = ^^(s), se [a^t] 
= ilf^ (t)+ [F(t,B^ i|f^ )+G(t,U^ ^^ )] (s-t), se (t,t+ô] . 
Remark 2.1$: The definition of the Liapunov functional V given above is a 
generalization to product systems of the functional used by Driver (7). 
The above definition of the "derivative" of the Liapunov functional V 
is sometimes not as convenient to use as a generalization of a non-
constructive "derivative" as used by Krasovskii (l4). We now proceed to 
give the non-constructive "derivative" and show its equivalence to that 
given above under an appropriate Lipschitz condition. 
Definition 2.l6: Let V be as in Definition 2.l4 and 
xC( [a, y ) -)D)xC( [(%;7) -»D). Let (x,y) be a solution of (2.1)* such that 
(x(s), y(s)) = (il/^ (s), i|/g(s)), se [o:,t]. The "derivative of V along the 
solution (x,y) of (2.1)*" evaluated at (t;T|f^ ,T|fg) is denoted by 
(^2.1).'"'% i U^ y)} . 
Definition 2.17: A real-valued functional V defined on [t^ ,7)x 
C([a,7)-»D)xC([a,7)-4D) is said to be locally Lipschitz with respect 
to t if for each compact subset K of D and each ye [t^ ,/) there is a 
positive constant R(7^ K) such that 
14 
I  <R(7,K)11  
whenever [t^ y^] and tg? '^ y EC([(%,%)-4E). We denote this 
property by VeQ^ -
Lemma 2.l8: Let Y, t, and (x,y) be as in Definition 2.l6. If 
VeQ^  then 
^(2.1)*'*'%'%) = %) • 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that 
|V(t+B, - V(t+6,U^ _^ g#[, "t+e*: ' I  °  °(G) 
as 0-^ 0"^ . 
There exists a 0^  > 0 and a compact subset K of D such that 
x(s), y(s), 1/|(s) sK, se [Q!,t + 5^] .  
Let R = R(t +0^ , K). Then; since VgQ§, we have 
n(B) = |v(t+5, V(t+5, 
< E| |  (X-IÇ) - {y - I |^)  II 
< R sup I {x(s) - \|f^ (t) - [F(t,B^ |^/^ )+G (t,U^ ,ilr^ )] (s-t)} 
Se[t;t+ô] 
(y(s) - Ttfg(t) - [F(t;B^ l|fg) +G (t,U_^ T|fg)(8-t)] } I 
[F(U,B X)+G(U,U x)-F(t,B I  )-G(t,U T )] (K|  
s 
< R sup I 
se[t;t+ô] Jj, 
r 
+ sup I 
se[t,t+ô] , 
u ' u ' ' ' t 1' ' ' t'l' 
s 
[FkB j)+G(u,U^ y)-F(t,B^ i^ )-G(t,U^ i^ )] du| . 
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Now, 
sup 
se[t,t+ô] 
[F(u,B x) + G(u,U x) -
11 11 "C -L u J_ 
t 
s 
< sup |F(U;B x) + G(U,U x) - F(t;B \|/ ) - G(t,U IJ;  )|du 
"8G[t,t+6]  ^^  
< sup |F(T,B X) + G(T,U x) - F(t,B IJ;  ) -G(t,U IJ;  )|(s-t) 
" se[t,t+6]  ^  ^^  
< (sup If(t,B x) +G(t,U x)-F(t,B^  ) - G(t,UJ; )[ )ô 
" 8e[t,t+6]  ^^  t 1 , 
where TE(t,t+ô) and T->t as 6—) O"^ . Using the same procedure on the other 
term we finally obtain 
TI(Ô) < R( sup |F(T,B x) + G(T;U x) - F(t,B x) - G(t,U x)| 
8e[t,t+5] T T t t 
+ sup |F(T ' , B  y) + G ( T ' , U  ,y)-F(t, B  y) - G (t, U  y) | ) Ô  
8 [t,t+5]  ^ T t t 
where r ,  r ' e  (t,t+ô) are such that r ,  T'—> 0 as Ô—^ 0"*". From the above 
inequality and the continuity properties of F and G it follows that 
Ti(ô) = o(ô) , 5—> 0"*". 
This proves the lemma. 
Definition 2.19: A solution x of (2.1) with initial data (t*,t) is said 
to be unique if every other solution of (2.1) with initial data (t*,\l/) 
agrees with x on their common domain. 
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Theorem 2.20; Let V be a Liapunov functional defined on x 
C([a,7)->D)xC([a,7) —>!>) such that VeQ^  and such that V satisfies the 
following conditions for te eC([Q:,y)—>D): 
(i) =0 if |U3_ - = 0, 
(ii) >0 if - ii/gll > 0, 
(ill) 
Then the solutions of (2.1) are unique. 
Proof. Let ( x , y )  be a solution of (2.1)* with initial data (t*,t;^ ) 
where t* and \|f are arbitrary elements of [t^ y^) and C([Q:,t*]—>D), 
respectively. The existence of a local solution of (2.1)* follows from 
Theorem 2.10. Let [o:,p) be the domain of (x,y) and consider the function 
V defined by 
v(t) = v(t,U^ x, U^ y), te [tj,p). 
Clearly v(t*) = 0. Now assume t G(t*,p) is such that x(t ) ^ y(t ), 
o 1 o 11
then v(t^ ) > 0. Since v(t) < 0; t€[t*,p) we have that 0 < v(t.) < v(t*)=0, 
- X - o ± - o 
a contradiction. The desired result follows. 
The remaining work in this section will be the consideration of 
appropriate Lipschitz conditions on the functionals F and G to imply the 
uniqueness of solution of System 2.1. 
Definition 2.21; Let F be a functional defined on [t^ ,/) xC([-h,0]—^ D) 
to E^ . F is said to be locally Lipschitz with respect to (j) if for every 
17 
compact subset S of C([-h,0]—)D) there is a positive constant L*(s) such 
that 
|F(t,(|)^) -F(t,(()g)| <Li^(s) 
whenever te[t^ ,7) and. (f)^ , (|)gG8. We denote this property by FeQ*. 
If L* is independent of S we say F is Lipschitz with respect to (j) and 
denote this property by FeQ*. 
The following is a corollary to Theorem 2.20. 
Corollary 2.22; Let F and G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.10. If, 
in addition, FeQ* and GeQ then the solutions of (2.1) are unique. 
Proof. Let (t*,i|f)e [t^ ,y) xC([a,t*]—>D) and (x,y) any solution of 
(2,1)* with initial data (t*, The existence of (x,y) follows from 
Theorem 2.10. Let [o:,p) be the domain of (x,y) and assume there is a 
t^ e(t*,p) such that x(t^ ) ^  y(t^ ). 
We now define a Liapunov fïinctional V by the rule 
(^^ 'Vl'V2^  = e II " ^ 2" 
for te[t^ ,7),\|/^ , Tjfge C([o!;7]—>D), where M = L* + L, L* and L being the 
Lipschitz constants for F and G, respectively. Clearly VeQ^  and V 
satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.20. 
Now we consider the function v given by 
v(t) = V(t,U^ x, U^ y), te [t*,p). 
Clearly v(t*) =0 and v(t^ ) > 0. For te [t*,p), 
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v(t) = V(t,U x,U y)= lim |{e x-y|  Mtjj ^ _y|| J 
 ^  ^ 6-40+  ^
r -M(t+Ô) -Mt ( e -e 
< lim \ 
"5-.0+ I ® 
II x-y|| I 
— 1 -Mt 
+ &%+ F " j|x-y||[*%'*+=L||^ _y||[^ 't] ]. (2A) 
The first term on the ri^ t side of (2.4) is 
-Me* ||x-y|| . 
For the second term we consider two cases. 
Case I. If ||x-y|| attained at te [t*,t], then 
Case II. If |[x-y|| is attained at te (t,t+&]; then 
I I  x - y | | =  I I  x - y | |  .  
For •ue[t, t+ô] we have 
u 
Ix(u) - y(u)| < |x(t) -y(t)|+  [|F(s,B^ x)-F(s,B^ y) | + |G(s,UgX)-G(s,U^ y) || ds 
t 
t+ô 
< II x-y|| |^ L*|| B^ x-B^ y|| ^^^ +L || x-y|| '-\'^ -'|ds [t*,s]-
t+ô 
< II x-y|| + (L* +L.) II x-y|| ds . 
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Since the right side of the inequality is independent of u we have, 
where ae(t,l;+ô) and a-)t as Ô —) 0"^ . Hence 
II x-y|| II x-y|| M || x-y|| B. 
Thus, in either case, 
n; i e-^'dl x-y|| II x-y|| < e-«&||x-y|| 
6-»0+ 
It follows that v(t) < 0 ,  te[t*,p). Hence 0 < v(t^ ) < v(t*) = 0, a 
contradiction. The desired result follows. 
Remark 2.23: Let G*(t,U^  ijr) = F(t,B^ t) + G-(t,U^ i|r). If solutions of 
(2.1) exist we can consider (2.1) as being of the form (2.3) with G 
replaced by G*. If FeQ* and GcQ^  then G*eQ^ . In this case existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of (2.1) follow from a theorem due to Driver (7). 
If FeQ* and GeQ^  it does not necessarily follow that G'^ eQ,^ . This is 
because a closed and bounded subset of is not necessarily compact. 
Thus Driver's theorem is not applicable to this case. However, Theorem 
2.24 is applicable. 
Theorem 2.24: Let F and G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.10. If, 
in addition, FeQ*, then the solutions of (2.1) are unique. 
Proof. Let t*,\lf, (x,y), g and t^  be as in the proof of Corollary 2.22. 
Let K be a compact subset of D such that 
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x,y€C( [a,t^ ]->K) 
and define a set S by 
S = B^ y|t€[t*; t^ ]} . 
Since x and y are uniformly continuous on [t*-h,t^ ] it follows from Lemma 
- h 
2.5 that S, the closure of S in C , is compact. Let 
M = L*(S) + L(t^ ,K); 
and consider the function v defined by 
vCt) = e II x-y|| te [t*,P) . 
Clearly v(t*) = 0 and v(t^ ) > 0. By the same method as in Corollary 2.22. 
we can show that v(t) < 0 for te[t*,p). Hence, 0 < v(t^ ) < v(t^ ) = 0, 
a contradiction. The desired result follows. 
Remark 2.2^ ; Theorems 2.10 and 2.24 include an existence and uniqueness 
result due to Driver (?)• 
C. Continuability 
In order to study asymptotic behavior of solutions of a delay-
differential system, such as stability properties, we need to know the. 
existence of solutions of the system "in the future", that is, that the 
solutions exists for all values of t greater than or equal to the initial 
time. Therefore, in this section, we study properties of the delay-
differential system sufficient to imply the solutions can be continued, 
in particular, that the solutions can be continued to all t greater than 
the initial time. 
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A proof of Lemma 2.26 (Bellmaxi's) can be found in (2). 
Lemma 2.26: If w, u and v are real-valued continuous functions on an 
interval J = [a^ b] and if 
(i) w is positive and nondecreasing 
(ii) u and v are nonnegative, 
.t 
(iii) u(t) < w(t) + u(s)v(s)ds, teJ , 
a 
then  ^t J v(s)ds 
u(t) < w(t)e  ^ ; teJ . 
Lemma 2.27: Let F and G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.10 and, in 
addition, FeQ*. Let (x,y) be a solution of (2.1) with initial data 
(t*,ti;^ 2^  having domain [a,p). Let K be a compact subset of D such that 
x,yeC([Q:,p)-»K) and let 7 e(t*,p). Then 
I I  X -  Y| |  , t .  (ts, 
where 
M = L*(S) + L(7,K) 
and where S is any compact subset of containing the set -|^ B^ x,B^ y| 
te[t*,7]} • 
Proof. For any u, t satisfying t* < u < t < 7 we have 
u 
r 
|x(u) - y(u)| < |i|f^ (t^ ) -ig(t*) 1 + •[lF(s,B^ x)-F(s,B^ y)| 
+ |G(s;U^ x)-G(s,U^ y) I j- ds ^o 
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V 
0 
< II V^2" + [L*(S)  +L(7,K) II x-y|| 
i* 
o 
< II ^f^^-Tlfgll + M II x-y|| ds . 
o 
Hence, 
X 
-y|| '"''!< II V*2ll 
r 
O + M|| X-YL'"'^'^^ ds . 
t* 
o 
If II tj^ -tgll  ^0 it follows from Lemma 2.26 that 
||^ _y||[a,t] ^  II i|/^ -i|f^ || e^ ^^  ; te [t*,7] . 
Because of the uniqueness of solutions of (2.1) the above inequality 
also holds for the case || t^ -^tgll *^^ ^^ 0^  '= 0. This concludes the proof. 
Remark 2.28: Suppose for each positive number H there is a positive 
constant L(H) such that 
(h) 
(h) 
• cu-x ofcLo^ ,/; cuiu TgEu^  I -n^ u j sa-cisiyxng |  11 } 
I I  ^ 2I I   ^H. Then by replacing L*(s) in the proof of Lemma 2.27 by 
L(h), where H is a bound on K, we see that Lemma 2.27 implies that, in 
some sense, the solutions of (2.1) are continuous functions of the initial 
data. This is precisely the type of Lipschitz condition Yoshizawa (21) 
- F(t,(|)2)| < L(H)||(|)^ -(|)2|, 
holds for all t6[t^ 7) and (|)^ , (|)2eC([-h,0]-)D) tisf i ||(|)^  
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uses in showing that extreme stability of (2.2)* implies the existence of 
a Liapunov function as given in Theorem 5«10. 
Condition A; The functional P is said to satisfy Condition A if for 
every T) > 0 and every ye [t^ ,/) there are numbers > 0 and b(y) > 0 
such that 
|F(t,4)| < B ( T I) II ( J ) | |  + b( 7 )  
whenever teft^ ,?], (|)G C([-h,0]—>D) and ||(j)|| < T]. 
Theorem 2.29: Let F and G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2,10. Then 
for every (t*,\|;)€[t^ ,7)xC([a,t*]^ D) there exists a Pe(t*,7] and a 
solution X  of (2.1) with initial data (t*,\|f) defined on [ A , P ) .  Moreover, 
if F satisfies Condition k, if p< y and p cannot be increased, i.e., 
the solution x cannot be continued, then for any non-empty compact subset 
R of D there is a strictly increasing sequence ] > n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 
such that t -»B as n-»oo and x (t )eD-R. 
n  ^ n 
Proof. Existence follows from Theorem 2.10. Suppose p < 7 and p 
cannot be increased. Let be a compact subset of D such that 
#C([o:,t*]^ K^ ). 
Suppose there exists a compact set R, RCD, such that x(t)eR for 
te[t*,p). Let K = KL^ U R. Let \|/^ eC([a,p]->K) be fixed, then for some 
positive constant M^ , 
|F(t,B^ i^ ) + G(t,U^ i|;^ )| <M^ , te [t* ,p] . 
2k 
Let Tj = sup |y|, then 
yeK  
|F(t,B^ x)+G(t,U^ x)| < |F(t,B^ x) -F(t,B^ t^ )[+|G(t,U^ x) -G(t,U^ t^ )| 
+ + G(t,U^ t^ )| 
< 2 [T)B(t)) + b(p)] +L(p,K)|| x-ilr^ ll 
for te[t^ ,p). Hence 
|F(t,B^ x) + G(t,U^ x)| <M, te [t*,p) 
where 
M = 2 [TIB(TI) + b(p)] +2TIL(P,K) + . 
Therefore 
|x(t^ ) - Xftg)] <M |t^  - tgl , t^ , tg E[t*; p) . 
Thus, by the Cauchy criterion, lim x(t) exists so that x may be considered 
t->P" 
to be extended continuously to the interval [Q;,P] . 
Theorem 2.10 asserts the existence of a solution of (2.1) with 
initial data (p,x). It is clear that this is a solution of (2.1) with 
initial data (t*,t)» Hence p can be increased. The desired result follows. 
Remark 2.30: As shown by Myshkis (l6) we cannot assert that the solution 
X in Theorem 2.29 approaches the boundary of D as t->p~, as would be the 
case for ordinary differential equations. 
Corollary 2.31: Let F and G be as in Theorem 2,10 with D = E^ . Moreover, 
assume F satisfies Condition A such that B is independent of T) and the 
Lipschitz constant L for G depends only on 7. Then, for every 
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xC([a^t*]—every solution of (2.1) with initial data 
(t*,^ ) can he extended to the interval [a,,j). 
Proof. Theorem 2.10 asserts the local existence of a solution x of 
(2.1) with initial data (t* Let 7e(t*,7), then for all te[t*,7] 
for which x is defined we have 
|x(t)| < |\lf (t*)| + (|F(s,BgX)| + |G(s,Ux)|} ds 
f.* 
0 
< Iv (t*)| + { B | |  B G X | |  +  B ( 7 )  +  | G(s,UgX) - G(s,o; 
•h* 
0 
| G ( S , O ) 1 }  ds 
so that 
11x11 < { B | |  B ^ X|| ''''+b(7)+L(r)||x|| '•'^ '^ '+M( 7 ) ]  ds 
+.* 
0 
where 
M(7) = sup |G(t,0)I . 
te[t*, 7] 
Hence, 
xll ds 
where 
O^ t*] 
+ h( 7) + ))(  7-  t*) , 
= B + L( 7). 
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As&uming, without loss of generality, > 0 it follows from Lemma 2.26 
that 
II x|| 
— ]_ 
and hence 
| x ( t ) |  <  
for all te[t*,7] for which x is defined. 
Now we let 
R =^ yeE^ | |y| < k^ e^ 2^  ^ o^^  | . 
In view of Theorem 2.29, the solution x can be continued to 7. Since 7 
is arbitrary the solution can be continued to 7. This concludes the proof. 
Remark 2.32: In the case 7 = °°, Corollary 2.3I implies that all solutions 
of (2.1) exist in the future. 
Example 2.32: Let D = 7 = °°, and assume the Lipschitz constant for G 
depends only on 7. Furthermore, we assume that-for each fixed te[t^ ,<»), 
F(t,(j)) is linear in (j) for (j)eC^ . Then there is a positive constant L* 
such that |F(t,(())| < L*l| (|)|| for (|)e C^ . From Theorems 2.10, 2.24 and 
Corollary 2.31 it follows that all solutions of (2.1) exist in the future. 
In particular, if F(t,(j)) = A(t) ^ (o), where A is a continuous n-th order 
matrix on [t^ , °°), the above result holds. 
If the functional G is of the form 
m 
G (t,U i) = Z A.(t) ilf(g.(t)), te [t , «>), 
d J O 
J=1 
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where each A. is a continuous n-th order matrix and g. is a real-valued 
J J 
function satisfying t^  < gj(t) < t, te[t^ ,<»), and F(t,^ ) is linear in (|), 
then all solutions of 
X = F(t,Bx) + Z A.(t) x(g (t)) 
 ^ 0=1  ^  ^
exist in the future. 
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III. PERIODIC MD ALMOST PERIODIC DELAY-DIFFEREKTIAL SYSTEMS 
Recently Hale (ll) has considered periodic solutions and almost 
periodic solutions of linear nonhomogeneous delay-differential systems of 
the form (2.2) under a hypothesis of uniform-asymptotic stability for the 
homogeneous system. Yoshizawa (21) has extended these results to non­
linear delay-differential systems of the form (2.2) under a hypothesis of 
extreme-stability of the associated product System 2.2*. In this chapter 
we use a modification of Yoshizawa's results to show the existence of 
periodic solutions and almost periodic solutions of a delay-differential 
system of the form (2.1). 
A. Almost Periodicity 
Definition ^ .1: A function feC is said to be almost periodic (a.p. for 
short) if for every T] > 0 there is a a^ n) > 0 such that each interval of I 
of length O(^ ) contains at least one number T for which 
|f(t + T) - f(t) I < TI 
holds for all tel. Each such T is called an ^ -translation number of f. 
The set of all amost periodic functions shall be denoted by P. The set 
of all periodic functions of period m > 0 shall be denoted by P(m). 
The above definition as well as the remaining standard items contained 
in this section can be found, for example, in Besicovitch (3) and Favard 
( 9 ) .  
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Lemma 3'2: The set P together with the uniform norm || •[) is a suhspace 
of B. 
Definition 3*3: A functional F continuous on I x to is said to be 
almost periodic uniformly with respect to if for every compact subset 
R of and every T| > 0 there is a a(^ ,R) > 0 such that any interval of I 
of length a contains at least one number T for which 
|F(t + T, 40 -  F ( t ,  (T))I  <  T] 
holds uniformly for tel, Each such T is called an 7\-translation 
number of F with respect toF. 
Definition $.4: The set of frequencies of an almost periodic function f 
is the set of all real numbers X such that 
.T r -
lim 1 
T-) 00 T f(t) e dt 7^  0, i = \/^  . 
In case f = 0 we say the set of frequencies of f is {o} . 
Remark $.5: The set of frequencies of an almost periodic function is 
countable. 
Definition $.6: The module of an almost periodic function is the set of 
all finite sums with integral coefficients of the corresponding set of 
frequencies. If f and g are two almost periodic functions with sets of 
frequencies {\^ ]and [ii^ ] , k, j = 1, 2, 3, .respectively, the module 
of f, g is the set of all finite sums with integral coefficients of the 
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combined set denote the module of f by mod f and the 
module of f, g by mod (f,g). If F is an almost periodic functional as 
in Definition 3.3 the module of denoted by mod F, is the set of all 
finite sums with integral coefficients of the set 
•[x| X is a frequency of F((j)) for some (j) | . 
Definition 3*7» Let a = t^  = - °° and 7 = <^, then a = -«), Let. X be a 
Volterra-type functional defined for (t,\|/)eIxP with value in depending 
on t and such value being denoted by X(t,U^ i). We denote by X(v|f) 
the function on I to with value X(t,lJ^ )^. If for each ^ eP, x(t)eP we 
say X is an almost periodic Volterra-type functional. 
Definition 3-8' The module of an almost periodic Volterra-type functional 
X is set of all finite sums with integral coefficients of the set 
is a frequency of X(t) for some iepj . 
Condition B: If X is an almost periodic Volterra-type functional and 
if there is a positive constant L such that 
- X(t,U^ T|fg)| < L - 4^ 2 II 
holds for all tel and all \|fgEP; then X is said to satisfy Condition B. 
Remark 3«9: If F is almost periodic uniformly with respect to then for 
every \|feP the function with value F(t,B^ i) is almost periodic. Hence 
Definition 3»7 seems to be a natural generalization of Definition 3»3» 
Moreover, if X satisfies a Lipschitz type condition for ^^ eP of the 
form given in Definition 2.7, (ii), with the Lipschitz constant L 
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independent of K; as a Corollary 2.$1, then, for any 7el, we have 
for all te (-°o, 7] and Since it follows that 
II tl- 1-211 = ll\- *211 . 
Thus letting 7 = 0 and L = L(0) we have the result given in Condition B. 
B. Periodic and Almost Periodic Systems 
In this section we consider the delay-differential system 
X = F(t,B^ x) + X(t,U x) (3.1) 
where F is almost periodic uniformly with respect to C^  and X is a 
Volterra-type functional. 
Theorem 3*10 is due to Yoshizawa (21). 
Theorem $.10: Let F be almost periodic uniformly with respect to C^  and 
satisfy Condition A with [t^ 7^) =1, D = and b = 0. We assume the 
existence of a Liapunov functional V defined and continuous on [O,*») 
xC^ xC^  such that for any tel and ^ e^C^ , i = 1, 2, 3^  4, V satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) a( II (j)^ - 5 < b(||(j)^ - 4*2 II where a and 
b are continuous, increasing, positive definite functions on [O, °°) 
such that b(r)->0 as r-^ O"^ , 
(ii) |v(t,(()^,(|)g) - V(t,(|)^ ,(|)j^ ) I < R|| - (j)^) - ((|)g - 4^ )11 , 
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where R is a positive'constant. 
*02.2)* < -c 
where c is a positive constant. 
Moreover, we assume that for some (t*, (())e IxC([t*-h,t*] —» E^ ) 
there is a bounded solution of (2.2) with initial data (t*,(|)) which 
exists in the future. Then, for any feP the system 
X = F(t,B^ x) + f(t) ( 3 . 2 )  
has a unique almost periodic solution whose module is contained in mod 
(F,f). In particular, if F and f are periodic in t of period m then so 
is the above solution. 
When working with Liapunov functionals we have use of a comparison 
technique such as given in Lemma 3.11. A more general lemma can be found 
in a paper of Olech and Opial (l7). 
Lemma 3*11: Let f, g, p be real-valued continuous functions on an 
interval [a,b) such that 
and 
g'(t) = lim I I g(t+ô) - = -cg(t) + p(t) 
6->0 
for te[a,b) and where c is a positive constant. Then, if f(a) = g(a) it 
follows that f(t) < g(t) for te[a,b). 
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Definition 3*12: A solution of System 3*1 is any function xeC satisfying 
x(t) = F(t,B,x) + X(t,U.x), tel . 
We are now ready to consider the main result in this chapter. 
Theorem 3«13' Let F be as in Theorem 3» 10 and X satisfy Condition B. 
We assume the existence of a bounded solution of (2.2) with initial data 
(t*,(l)), for some (t*;(j))e IxC([t^ -h^ t^ l-^ E^ )^ which exists in the future. 
Moreover, we assume the existence of a Liapunov functional V as given in 
Theorem 3»10 with the additional assumption 
(iv) a(r) > Pr for some p > 0 and all r > 0 . 
Then, if — < 1 there exists a unique almost periodic solution of (3«l)« 
Moreover, the module of this solution is contained in the module of the 
vector field, i.e., in mod (F,X). 
Proof. For each let Ti be the unique almost periodic solution of 
k = F(t,B^ x) + X(t,U^ i|f) 
guaranteed by Theorem 3*10. We shall use the Liapunov functional V to 
show that if — < 1 then T is a contraction mapping of the space P. 
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Let T|/^ , \|fgeP and consider the system 
X = F(t,B^ x) + X(t,U^ t^ ), y = F(t,B^ y) + •  (3*3)  
Let X = TK and y = T\|f^ . For any t > 0 let (x*,y*) be a solution of 
± d -
(2.2)* with initial data where ^ (^s) = x(s) and ^ (^s) = y(s) 
for t-h < s < t. Then letting 
v(t) = V(t,B^ x,B^ y), t > 0 , 
we have that 
1 
Ô—>0 
î ( t )  =  =  l i m  ^  g  (  V ( t + 5 , B ^ ^ g X , B ^ ^ g y ) - v ( t , B t X , Z y y ) )  
; i%. i f vb'*'vs»"') 
+ n; §[v(t+B, B^ g^X»,B^ g^ï*)-V(t,B^ x,B^ y)} 
Ô-+0+ 
< Rl(x(t) - ji*(t)) - (y(t) - ^ (t))| -c v(t,B^ x, B^ y) 
so that 
v(t) < -cv(t) + R|x(t,U^ i|r^ ) - X(t;U^ i|fg)| 
and hence 
v(t) < -cv(t) + RL II - igll . 
Using Lemma $.11 we obtain 
v( t )  <  e'Ctyfo) + ^ II _ jgll (l-e-ct) . 
Thus, from condition (i) of Theorem 3.10 and the definition of v, we have 
a(|| B^ x-B^ y|| e \^(|| B^ x-B^ y||  ^|| (l-e 
From (iv) we obtain 
PII B^ x-B^ yll^ )^ 5 II - ^2" BqX - B^ y|| . 
Hence 
|x(t)-y(t)| 5 ^ II - ^2)1 •*" F ® ^^^^11 ®o^  ~ B^yll^^^), t > 0. 
(3.4) 
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We now show that 
|x(t) - y(t)[ < ^  I I  I I  , tel . . (3.5) 
Suppose (3.5) is not valid, then there exists an t] > 0 and a tel such that 
|x(t) - y(t)| = ^  II ^ • 
From (3.4J there is a number N(T]) >0 such that 
|x(t) -y(t) I < ^  11 t^-ij/^ll , t > N(q) . 
There is an ^  - translation number T of x-y satisfying T > NCT)) - t. 
Hence., 
11 ^ -^^ 211 +1 = |x(t) -y(t)| < |(x(t) - y(t))-(x(t+ T )  - y(t+T))| 
+|x(t+T) - y(t + T ) I  
;  l  +  g l l i r + g l l  +  l  
so that 
1  < f ^  ,  
a contradiction. This establishes (3»5)«  It follows that 
I I W 1 - W 2 I I  I I  V + a l l -
The desired result follows from the contraction mapping principle and 
Theorem 3*10» 
Remark Yoshizawa (21) has shown the almost periodic solution x 
given in Theorem 3«10 is uniform-asymptotically stable, that is, the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
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1. Given T] > 0 there is a Ô(TI) > 0 such that for any t* > 0 and 
for any {j)£C([t*-h,t^ ]->E'^ ) satisfying || B (j) -B x|| < Ô it follows 
O O U" 
( h) 0 0 
that II B^ x - B^ y|| < Î] for all t > t^ , where y is a solution of ($.2) 
with initial data (t*;(|))o 
2. There exists a 5 > 0 such that for all T] > 0 there is a T(TI) > 0 
such that for any t* > 0 and for any (j)eC([t*-h, satisfying 
O — 0 0 
II B (j) - B x|| < 5 it follows that || B x-B yjj^ ^^  < T) for all 
"tyv |_,X 0 V "C 
o o 
t > t* + T(TI) where y is a solution of (3«2) with initial data (tx-, (|)). 
— O 0 
We note the functional X(t,U^ )^ need only be defined for If, 
however, X is a functional of the same type as F and satisfies the same 
almost periodicity conditions and, in addition, a Lipschitz condition, 
then Yoshizawa ((21), Theorem 8) has shown the almost periodic solution 
of (5.1) is uniform-asymptotically stable according to the above definition. 
We have not, however, given a corresponding stability result for the 
almost periodic solution given in Theorem Yoshizawa's technique 
does not generalize to the case of unbounded delay. In fact, Driver (?) 
indicates that asymptotic stability of delay-differential systems with 
arbitrary unbounded delay is difficult to achieve. 
As a particular case, we now assume F(t,(()) is linear in ({). Further­
more, we assume the zero solution of (2.2) is uniform-asymptotically stable. 
Hale (10,11) has shown that for any feB all solutions of (3.2) exist in 
the future and are bounded for t greater than the initial time. 
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Moreover, there exists a Liapvinov functional W continuous on [o,oo)xC^  
such that for te[o,m), (j)^ , ¥ satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) II (j)^ || < W(t,0^ ) < R IIO^ II^ )^ ; 
(b) |¥(t,(|)^) - W(t;(|)G)| < r|I ; 
(c)  5  -c  ,  
for some constants R > 1, c > 0. Yoshizawa (2l) has shown the functional 
V given by 
(|)g) = W(t,0 - (jig) 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3«10. In this case we may clearly 
.choose p = 1. Thus we have, 
Corollary 3.15: We suppose F is almost periodic uniformly with respect to 
C^ ; F(t,(j)) is linear in (j), the zero solution of (2,2) is uniform-
RL ^  
asymptotically stable and X satisfies Condition B. Then, if — < 1, 
R and c as above, then ($.1) has a unique almost periodic solution. 
Moreover the module of this solution is contained in mod (F,X). 
If the functionals F and X satisfy a periodicity condition rather 
than the almost periodicity condition used in Theorem 5»13 then, under 
appropriate conditions, we can assert the existence of a periodic solution 
of (3.1). 
Theorem 3.16; We assume that F is continuous on IxC^  and the existence 
of positive constants L and m such that 
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(i) for any fixed ^ eC^ , r((j))eP(co)^ , 
(ii) for any X(il/)eP(a5) , 
(iii) for any 2^^ (^03), |x(t,U^ itr^ )-X(t,U^ ig)|< L|| , tel. 
Furthermore^ , we assume the existence of a Liapunov functional V and a 
RL bounded solution of (2.2) as described in Theorem 3»15« Then, if — < 1, 
(3 .1)  has a unique periodic solution belonging to P(œ).  
Since P(ÛO) is a sub space of B the proof of Theorem ^ .l6 follows from 
Theorem $.10 in a manner analogous to the proof of Theorem 3*13« 
Example 3°IT' We consider the scalar equation 
X = -ax(t) - bx(t-h) + f(x (t - cos^ t)) (3«6) 
where a, b, h are constants such that h > 0 and where f satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition 
|f(x) -f(y)| <L|x-y|, x,yeE. 
El'sgol'c's (8) has shown the trivial solution of 
X = -ax(t) - bx(t-h) 3«7) 
is asymptotically stable provided a and b are in the shaded region in 
Figure 1. In fact, for |b| < a the trivial solution is asymptotically 
stable for any h > 0. Moreover, the asymptotic stability of the 
trivial solution of (3.7) implies uniform-asymptotic stability. 
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a = -0 cot (h0) 
b = 0 CSC (h0) 
a+b = 0 
Figure 1. Region of asymptotic stability. 
Let 
F(t,^ ) = -a(j)(o) -b(j)(-h), x(t,U^ t) = f(\|;(t-cos^ t) ). 
Clearly F and X satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3«l6 for ûû = n. Hence 
by Theorem 3«16 and the paragraph preceding Corollary 3-15 it follows 
that for sufficiently small L the System 3*6 has a solution belonging to 
P ( a ) .  
Remark 3«17: System 3*6 can be generalized to 
X = -ax(t) -bx(t-h) + f(x(t-T(t)) 
where TGP(OO) for some m > 0 and T(t) > 0 for tel. As in Example 3«l6 we 
can show the existence of a periodic solution of this system of period m. 
4o 
We note that "both of the Systems and 3.8 are in the form (2.2). 
However, the usefulness of Theorem $.16 is that if we consider these 
two systems in the form (5«l) with P as in Example 3*17 then for arbitrary 
T we can use El'sgol'c's results on the linear part of these two systems, 
in which case the bounded delay h is independent T. 
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IV. BOUHDEDÏÏESS PROPERTIES OP SOLUTIONS 
In this chapter we consider some bornidedness properties of solutions 
of a delay-differential system. In particular, we shall be concerned with 
such properties of the periodic and almost periodic systems considered 
in Chapter III. 
Here we consider the delay-differential system 
X = P(t,B^ x) + G(t,U^ x) (4.1) 
where we assume; 
(i) F is continuous on [t^ ,'»)xC^  for some t^ el, 
(ii) G is continuous to the right of t^ ; (cf. Definition 2.7), 
(iii) all solutions of (4.1) exist in the future, 
(iv) there is a constant M > 0 such that |G(t,U_^ il/) | < M for all 
tel, VEC([a,t]-->E%), 
(T) there exists a Liapunov functional continuous on [t^ ,<»)xC^ xC^  
such that for any te[t^ ,a'), ^ LeC^ ', i = 1, 2, 3, k, we have 
(a) a( II - (|)g||^ h^ < V(t,(|)^ ,(|)g)< b(|| (^ )^, where a, b 
are continuous, increasing, positive definite functions on [o,^ ) 
and b(r) —>0 as r —» 0+, 
( B )  |v ( t,(l)^ ,(j)2) - V( t,())^ ,(j)^ )|< R|| ((l)^ -(i)^ )-((|)2-(t>I^) I I  for some 
positive constant R, 
(c) 2)*(t,$^,^2)< -cV(t,^^,^2) for some positive constant c. 
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Definition 4.1: The solutions of the product System J+.l* are said to 
be uniform-ultimately bounded for bound B to the right of t^  if for 
every t) > 0 there is a T(ti) > 0 such that if t*e[t^ ,co)^  '){;2EC([o:;t*]-»E 
and II II < T] then 
|x(t; -y(t; | < B, t > t^  + T(%) , 
where (x,y) is a solution of (4.1)*. 
Remark 4.2: Definition 4.1 is similar to what Lakshmikantham (l5) calls 
relatively-quasi-uniform-ultimately bounded. We note that uniform-
ultimate boundedness of solutions of (4.1)* does not necessarily imply 
boundedness of solutions of (4.1) as can be seen by considering the 
ordinary differential equation x = 2. 
Theorem 4.$: Under the assumptions (i) - (v) the solutions of the 
System 4.1* are uniform-ultimately bounded for bound a ^ (b) to the right 
2EM -1 
of t where B is any number satisfying B > and a is the inverse 
0 c 
function of the function a given in (v), part (a). 
Proof. Let t) > 0 be given. Let t*e[t^ o^o) and ^ ,^^ 2eC([a,t^ ] E^ ) 
be such that || 11 < TJ. Let (x,y) be a solution of (4.1)* with 
initial data .^nd let v be given by 
v(t) = V(t,B x^, B^y), te[t*,oo). 
Then, as in the proof of Theorem 3*13 
v(t) < -cv(t) + B|G(t,U^ x) - Cr(t,U^ y)| 
so that 
v(t) < - C T(t) + 2RM. 
It follows from Lemma 3*11 that 
rM  <  M t * )  - , SSi 
o c c 
so that 
V(t,B^ x,B^ y) < e o^^ [h(|| |f^ V ^  ] + ^  . ( k . 2 )  
o  o 
Hence 
a(|l B^ x-B^ y|| < e b ( q )  +  ^  .  ( k . 3 )  
Now let B be any nrniber such that B > and choose T(ri) > 0 such that 
< B - f! . 
Then 
a( ||B^ x-B_^ y[|^ ^^ ) < B, t > t* + T(T]}. 
Hence 
Ix(t) - y(t) I < II B^ x-B^ y| 1^  < A  (^B), t > t* + T(T I ) .  
This concludes the proof. 
Remark 4 .4:  From (4.2) we see that we need not require [[ ^^ o^  < T]  
but only || B^ *i^  - 11 < T ) .  
o 0 
As mentioned in Remark 4.2 the uniform-ultimate boundedness of 
solutions of (4.1)* does not imply the boundedness of solutions of (4.1). 
We now consider a result which is particularly applicable to the case 
when we are interested in periodic and almost periodic systems. 
41^ 
Corollary 4.5: Under the assiunptions of Theorem 4.3 and the additional 
assumption that a(r) > Pr for some g > 0 and all r > 0 the solutions of 
(4.1)* are uniform-ultimately bounded for bound B to the right of t^  
2BM 
where B is any number such that B > . 
pc 
Proof. Since a(r) > Pr it follows from (4 .3 )  that 
;|| - B^ yll (h' ; + 
where (x,y) and T] are as in the proof of Theorem 4 .3»  Hence 
|x(t) .,(t)| 
2EM 
Choose B > —— and T(^ ) >0 such that 
pC -
-CT(T]) b(%) ^  _ 2EM 
p 
so that 
|x(t) -y(t)| < B, t > t* + T(T I )  .  
Example 4 .6;  We again consider the System 3»6. From Example 2.32 we 
see that all solutions exist in the future. Let a and b be in the region 
of asymptotic stability in Figure 1. Then, if f is bounded, it follows 
from the paragraph preceding Corollary 3«15 and from Corollary 4.5 that 
the solutions of (3*6)* are uniform-ultimately bounded, for some bound B, 
to the right of zero. Moreover, if L is sufficiently small (3.6) has a 
periodic solution, in which case all solutions of (3*6) are bounded. 
As a final application of our theory we consider 
if5 
Example 4.7: Let [ f^  , n = 1, 2 ,  3, be a set of functions each 
of which is continuous on I to E. We assume this set is uniform hounded, 
with bound M and uniform Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant L. We then 
consider the system 
00 
X =  -ax ( t )  -bx(t-h) +  E ^ f (x( t-T ) )  (4 .4 )  
n=l 2 
where a, b, h and n = 1, 2, 5; ., are constants such that h > 0, 
0 < < T. < T_ < ..., and T, —> <» as k-»». 
- 1 2 3 k 
Let 
00 
F(t,^ ) = -a(t)(o) -b^ (-h), G(t,U^ T|f) = Z  ^ VeC. 
n=l 
Clearly F is continuous on IxC^  and FeQ with Lipschitz constant |a| + |b|. 
Moreover ; for | G-(t^ U^ i|/)  <M for all tel. It follows that G is 
continuous to the right of -•» and GeQ with Lipschitz constant L. Thus, 
from Theorem 2.24 and Corollary 2.31, the solutions of (4.4) are unique 
and exist in the future. 
The functional F is clearly almost periodic uniformly with respect 
to C^ . Furthermore, due to the uniform convergence of the series defining 
G and the fact that the set [f^ j is uniform Lipschitz it follows that 
for ij/eP, G(i|/)eP. Hence G satisfies Condition B. Thus, from Example 3*17 
and Corollary 3*15^  it follows that for appropriate choices of a and b 
and for L sufficiently small the System 4.4 has a unique almost periodic 
solution. Moreover, from Corollary 4.5 we see that the solutions of 
46 
(4 .4 )*  are  uni form-ul t imate ly  bounded and hence  the  so lut ions  o f  (4 .4 )  
are bounded in the future. 
If m > 0 and = (n-l)a), n = 1, 2, 3; .then for each ^ tP(m), 
G(\lr)€P(œ). From Theorem ^ .16 it follows that (4.4) has a periodic solution 
of period m. 
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